HAWT with three blades often used because it has the highest coefficient of performance among other turbines. The airfoil used is Clark-Y type because it has a high glide ratio (coefficient lift/coefficient drag) in the application of subsonic flow. The main purpose of this study is to increase the power coefficient value obtained by the increase of lift force on each airfoil of blade compiler and to fix the wind turbine performance. One of the variations added is the addition of winglets on the tip of the blade. The method employed is a laboratory scaled experiment by using wind tunnel. Theoretically, this study also applied blade element momentum (BEM) as the calculation of each segment on the airfoil, and the simulation was carried out with computational fluid dynamics (CFD), in order to find out the characteristics of flow passing by the rotor. The advantage of using winglets is, fostering the condition of starting wind turbine rotor on low tip speed ratio (TSR) condition by varying the pitch angle on the blade. The addition of pitch variation gives an advantage that it can maximize the wind speed towards the angle of attack to the airfoil; hence, it increases the aerodynamic effect on the rotor.
Introduction
The wind turbine type used until now classified into two categories, namely horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) and vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT). The horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) has a number of advantages compared to the vertical axis wind turbine. HAWT has rotor angle which functions to rotate the turbine, in order to produce the aerodynamic effect to rotate the rotor, which synchronized with the generator, to produce electrical power. The rotor angle is rotating because of the forces working around it, namely the lift and drag forces [1] . The lift force makes the turbine rotating, while the drag force is the inhibitor force makes the rotating speed of the turbine decreased. It caused by the reverse flow to the rotor. Reducing the drag force on wind turbines can be done by using winglets. The winglets reduce vortex that occurs on the tip of the blade [2] - [5] . The addition of the device on HAWT, that is adding winglets on the tip of the blade is able to increase the performance by splitting the flow on the tip as well as to give positive effect towards the vortex reduction [6] - [9] .
The winglet type selection on the blade turbine affect the produced performance, thus winglets type adaptation towards the geometry of the blades are needed, hence there is no significant change in the ratio aspect on the blade geometry towards the addition of winglets, which affects the increase of drag profile and losing the energy in the system [7] . The paper referred in [5] giving the result in the form of winglets addition on the part of the blade gives a better performance on the rotor than the blade without winglets, because the addition of winglets on the blade in this study is able to stimulate the lift force resulted from the vortex which is able to be generated. According to these studies from [10] - [12] , they explain that the addition of pitch angle variations on HAWT aims at serving as torque starting, that is the angle used for rotating the turbine initially because of the on the low wind speed, it results from high torque.
In addition, it applied to low TSR. The pitch angle is able to be used as a brake or rotating adjustment as well in order to be constant because by adjusting the pitch angle on the bigger angle, whereas tip speed ratio (TSR) is comparison between the tangential velocity of the tip blade and the actual velocity from the wind, the TSR will become low. The previous study from [13] about the comparison of the result of Q-blade simulation and CFD in terms of design optimization on the wind turbine, mentioned that the use of Q-blade has the higher value of aerodynamic effect performance than the use of CFD. Q-blade. Nevertheless, it cannot discuss the visualization on Q-blade about the characteristics of the working flow resulted on the blade turbine rotor. There are three types of analysis based on the simulation and theoretical calculation. The simulation used was CFD, aiming at figuring out the pressure distribution occurred on the blade when blended winglets added and the analysis of flow characteristics behind the rotor. The method of theory simulation was done by using blade element momentum (BEM), which served as the experiment result in comparison from the method of blade enumeration into a number of segments hence the optimum pitch angle value can be determined based on the lift and drag coefficient values gained from a number of segments the blade. Therefore, it figured out that the data used for finding out the characteristics of the performance of variations were determined on the system [15] .
The result shows that the configuration of pitch angle adjustment results from simplicity in terms of the adjustment of the effective angle of attack on the highest value of glide ratio (Cl/Cd), which glide ratio is the infenctiont of the continue velocity devided by sink velocity on the airfoil. The effectiveness of lift force is higher than the increase of produced drag force, and also the addition of winglet on the tip of the turbine blade gives good performance when it is working in low TSR
Designing and Constructing the Winglets of The Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine
The design of the blade refers to the previous study [16] , [17] . The selection of three blades on the HAWT design based on the graphics of turbine characteristics with a maximum coefficient of performance (Cp). Coefficient of performance (Cp) is comparison between electricity produced by wind turbine devided by total energy availaible in the wind at the velocity. The selection of airfoil type is done by using Clark-Y because it has a high glide ratio or Cl/Cd compared to other airfoils. It indicates that the airfoil will be easier to lifting. In designing the shape of the blade, chord (c) value and twist angle (β) is needed. There are two distributions to calculate optimization of the chord length and twist angle, namely Betz and Schmitz distributions [18] . The distribution used in this study is Schmitz distribution because it has the shape of chord distribution and twists angle, it because is easy to be made and result from high solidity value. The formula equation of Schmitz distribution is described as follows: Figure 1 is the arrangement of the total segment that used on the blade with winglet designing. The total segment used was 16, in order to the arrangement on the blade used Clark-Y airfoil and for the winglet, the airfoil NACA 0012 [16] was used. The determined airfoil position on the blade arrangement correlated on the used blade dimension, the radius of each blade, twist, the length of the chord, and the center of gravity.
The blended winglet is used as the type of winglet which will be designed as high lift device on the blades. The steps of designing were treated almost the same with the blades without winglets, thus the difference merely lies on the winglet angle adjustment and the addition of segment as winglet segment. It is similar with blade designing; solid works was used on winglet designing, with a few parameters, which include cant angle, with the angle of 70 0 and winglet length of 1.5 cm. The hub turbine design adapts the pitch angle variation. There are six holes on each turbine shaft. It represents used pitch, with the variation of 0 0 , 2 0 , 4 0 , 6 0 , 8 0 , and 10 0 . The diameter of the pitch hole is 2 mm, which is functioned as the blade lock during the test.
The Analysis of Two Dimensions using Blade Element Momentum (BEM)
The calculation of blade element momentum (BEM) aims at determining the aerodynamic characteristics. It obtained during the two dimension designing, through the categorization of a number of segments on turbine blade with the iteration process. The aim of this iteration is to obtain the value of the axial induction factor (a) and tangential (a'). After obtaining a and a' values which are convergent during the process of iteration, then it can be continued to the torque calculation on each segment and blade torque [21] , [27] , [28] . The blade torque will multiple with the total blade, hence the power value on the rotor can figure out as well as the coefficient of performance (Cp) value. BEM simulation carried out based on the numerical calculation of each segment of the blade arrangement. The calculation and data processing is done in Excel, with few inputs which encompass geometry design, test variations, as well as the properties of the air in the calculation process.
Experimental Setup on Wind Tunnel
The Experimental process on HAWT carried out on the wind tunnel, where the rotor of the wind turbine is set on the part of the test section. Before entering the fan, there is a nozzle section as the connector of the test section and the fan. There is a diffuser behind the fan serving as controller, in order to prevent highpressure deviation from the test section part as wind turbine trial [20] . The wind speed adjusted based on the test done using the inverter. The wind tunnel is equipped with tachometer and torquemeter that connected directly between the turbines below the rotor. It tested in computer and the data can be directly displayed and recorded on the wind turbine test stand (WTTS). The turbine tower is merge with the gearbox ratio 1:3.5. It also connected with the RPM sensor and torque semsor. Variation of pitch angle 0 0 , 2 0 , 4 0 , 6 0 , 8 0 , 10 0
The experiment process that conducted in wind tunnel may appear error factor caused by the area of small wind tunnel testing, hence the gap or the distance between the test object and the wall is quite close. It causes the boundary layer from the test object distracted thus the measurable result is not in accordance with the external flow assumption.
The measurable result needs to be reanalyzed again by adding correction factors of the obstacle, which is known as blockage correction factor (Ѱ) [15] , [21] - [26] , therefore, in this study the calculation of blockage factor on wind tunnel which is used to calculate the value of l/h = 10/30 = 0.3 because l/h ,0.5 [26] . The equation can be written as below
Length of blockage placed in the wind tunnel (m) h
Height of the wind tunnel (m) Cd
Coefficient of drag Am
Area of cross section of the blockage (m 2 ) Aw
Area of cross section of the wind tunnel (m 2 )
Three Dimensional Simulation and Numerical Analysis
CFD simulation carried out through three main steps, namely: pre-processing, processing, and solver [21] . The geometry simulation on CFD uses wind turbine rotor, which put in a block. The block defined as the wind tunnel test with the environment where the air flows. The air stream flows through an inlet, which defined on the wind tunnel input test section, while the circle volume defined as the rotation domain on the wind turbine, and the turbine rotor defined as the object pounded by the air stream. Before moving into the meshing process, each section given a name, which shows the identity on setup process. Five subsections in this study encompass input, outlet, surface section, rotational section, and HAWT [14] . After the modeling process, the next step is meshing. Mesh functions as the point maker for the calculation process. The calculation used to calculate element distribution on each geometry point [22] . The point distribution finished by using the tetrahedron method. The figure of mesh points or cell will be tight when they are tighter on the rotor. Inflation layer added around the airfoil to analyze layer boundary on the airfoil. The reduction of an element size is done on each domain in order to make the distribution and calculation process well processed. The mesh quality measured by using three main parameters, namely orthogonal quality, aspect ratio, and skewness [29] . A good meshing parameter does not exceed the maximum number of 0.98 based on the generating process on the meshing section.
In this research, the value of skewness obtained is 0.86, thus the value does not exceed the value of 0.98 and can be an input for the solver process on fluent. The next step is determining the boundary condition, on the next step is regarding input boundary condition (input speed) and output boundary condition (output pressure). The calculation process utilizes fluent, where the simulation process uses the Moving Reference Frame (MRF) method. The fluid is in the form of flowing air through Wind tunnel test section inlet with standard air density.
On the initial step of the solver, the modeling process on the flow characteristics was done, encompassing model turbulence using type − . It formulates the standard model of − which is balanced and accurate on the free stream flow. k -ω STT is excellent in solving the case of flow with adverse pressure gradient and high flow separation.
Result and Discussion
This section focuses on the result obtained through the process of data collection and calculation from the method result used on the horizontal axis wind turbine with winglet. The two dimensional simulation has been represented by using blade element momentum (BEM) based on the design, which was done with the total segment of 16, calculated by using the aerodynamic effect towards produced torque on each segment along the blade.
The second method is the experimental testing. The experimental setup was carried out in the wind tunnel with pitch angle variation and velocity, which was given manually from the change of pitch angle and speed. The third method is a numerical analysis, which is done by using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in order to find out the characteristics and phenomenon occurred during the turbine operation. The third method elaborates the characteristics and performance produced from the used method difference, with pitch angle variations and wind speed. The addition of pitch angle variation on the test effects on different performance on a certain speed. The highest coefficient of performance was produced on the speed variation of 6.5 m/s on pitch angle 2 0 . It indicates that the angle of 2 0 is an effective angle in order to be varied on angle inflow projected when the speed variation is given of 6 -6.5 m/s. If it is seen from the used airfoil characteristics, that is Clark-Y, and using the utilization of maximum angle of attack of 5 0 . The twist design on the blade used with maximum effective Reynold number on airfoil with maximum value 140,000, allowing the Cp value obtained will be high, as the result from pitch effectiveness given to angle of attack adaptation which is received on the speed given. Compared to when the wind turbine is working on the pitch variation 10 0 , the turbine can produce the highest Cp value than the other pitch variations on the lowest wind speed. It is caused by the speed of 4 m/s, which is the lowest speed. The test needs high starting torque to rotate the turbine, thus the pitch variation 10 0 gives an impact that the magnification of pitch angle given gives simplicity in starting torque on low speed. The impact of winglet additions increases the starting torque as well, as the result of flow on the tip of the blade changing its direction with low-speed distribution to give the increase of lift force on each blade segment, especially the segment on the tip of the blade. The pitch angle variation is given on the wind turbine has different performance on certain TSR. The biggest impacts of pitch angle are namely the 2 0 pitch variation on high TSR, 4 0 pitch variation on average TSR, and 10 0 pitch variation on low TSR. A selection criterion is because at this angle it produces the greatest Cp value in different TSR conditions. The highest Cp occurs on TSR 5.5 on pitch 20 with the value of 0.46. TSR 5.5 explains the comparison of the amount of speed on the tip of the blade is 5.5 times of the wind speed. It means that when in the speed triangle a large inflow angle will be formed so that a pitch angle is needed to adjust the incoming angle of synchronization at the Clark-Y airfoil performance of 5 0 .
Based on 4 0 pitch angle variation, the highest Cp occurs on TSR 5.41 with the value of 0.4223. Based on maximum TSR value on low speed is obtained in 10 0 , with the highest Cp of 0.333 on TSR 3.2. It is seen that the pitch angle 2 0 is better when working on high TSR but on low TSR, the wind turbine performance decreased because it does not have strong torque to rotate the turbine, on the contrary, if it is working on pitch 10 0 . It is reliable when working on low TSR because the torque produced is high along with the pitch variation, but along with the increase of TSR make the turbine performance decreased. Figure 9 shows the relationship between the coefficient of performance (Cp) value which is produced based on the given speed variations. It can be seen that the value consistency of Cp produced stands at the high value which occurs on 2 0 and 4 0 pitch angle variation. It indicates that 2 0 and 4 0 variations are the most effective variations on the change magnification of the angle of attack which is given to each wind turbine blade with given speed differences. Based on the aerodynamic aspect, the angle adapts the incoming angle of attack with a different value on the speed triangle projection produced. However, with airfoil designation based on the Reynold numbers of 140,000, if it does not exceed that value, the consistency of the blade produces high torque is not affected at varying speeds with the provision of the given pitch angle according to the design of each wind turbine blade. The difference in values between the calculation of BEM and experimental was not far adrift, differences occur due to the experimental process carried out in the wind tunnel which does not rule out the possibility of technical and non-technical errors during the data retrieval process. Graph trends generated on pitch 0 0 between experimental and BEM simulations have a BEM simulation, when exceeding TSR 4.5, the raised Cp value will go down, compare it with experimental data that shows an increasing trend to work on TSR 5.5.
Blade Element Momentum (BEM) Result
However, for Cp values obtained the difference is not too far between experimental and BEM simulation as seen from these values, proving that load, fabrication and the type of material used at the time of testing affects the TSR obtained. Figure 10 shows the performance of HAWT with winglets based on the torque and coefficient of performance (Cp) on the rotation of the rotational rotor. It can be seen that the consistency of torque increase every time step on HAWT with winglet is longer than the time step given, especially on the lowest pitch angle, that is 10 0 . Lower pitch angle variations given causes the reduction of torque based on bigger time step, hence on the case of pitch variation, it proves that the magnification of pitch on each blade of HAWT gives consistency in the level of produced torque. The variation of angle 2 0 gives the highest torque performance on the use of winglet, which proves that on the use of winglets with the characteristics of airfoil Clark-Y is in accordance with maximum glide ratio (Cl/Cd) on the airfoil, that is 5 0 to extract the turbine rotation by producing high torque. However, on the angle 2 0 shows a low probability of other pitch angle variations in terms of maintaining the increase of torque. Figure 10 (b) shows the torque produced in optimizing the wind power which is extracted into turbine power in Cp, in which the highest pitch angle encompasses 10 0 , 8 0 , dan 6 0 , giving good consistency in the increase of Cp to the condition of the final azimuth angle of 12. Those three variations are able to give an equal performance with three other angle variations (0 0 , 2 0 , dan 4 0 ), hence the winglet additions on the tip of the blade give good consistency towards big pitch angle variations. (c) Fig. 11 . Turbulent intensity contour on horizontal axis wind turbine with winglet. Figure 11 shows the tip of the blade with winglets gives high turbulence intensity on the on the contour, but it needs to take into account that the contour is produced in high speed (6 m/s). As the result, the winglet part gives big turbulence intensity production. It is caused by the interaction of speed distribution given to the boundary layer between wind tunnel test section and the rotor rotation, therefore the tendency on the winglet part will produce bigger turbulence intensity compared to the wind turbine without winglets because it encounters the acceleration between the wall and the turbine. However, the addition of winglets reduces the turbulence intensity produced on other blade segments. The addition of winglet reduces the velocity on the tip of the blade caused by the interaction between winglets and the free stream velocity that results from the energy transfer process and conserved wake on a certain distance. The wake characteristics which have been conserved are the value of wake speed back in the input speed on the experimental process which is closing the free stream. The use of winglets on HAWT results a huge speed reduction based on speed flow contour. The pattern resulted on the rotation adapts the rotor rotation, therefore the winglet additions on the tip of the blade give breaking system effect if they are performing with high velocity. Nevertheless, it is necessary to consider that if the charged flow is higher, it will damage the tip of the winglet blade caused by the inability of the winglets in adapting the high-velocity pattern on the tip of the blade with the aspect ratio of winglets, which have the smallest segment length
Numerical Analysis Using Computational Fluid Dynamics
The use of winglet on the area around the winglets resulted the velocity of 6.2 m/s and 7.2 m/s, the velocity increase gained is caused by the interaction of rotor rotation towards test section wall and the speed on the side of inlet rotor, therefore the resulted rotation makes the freestream speed on the surface improved, as the result of the winglets as the flow splitter which cause low the velocity probability on that spot. It can be seen from the distribution chart in Fig. 12 . It shows that distance 0.4 m on the outlet section of the wind tunnel, the current has become a fully developed. In Fig. 14 shows the velocity vector through the winglet horizontal axis wind turbine, it can be seen that the velocity vector turns direction towards the top due to the interaction of flow with the geometry of the winglet so that at the maximum speed on the airfoil in increasing the lift coefficient causes the extracted power at the end blade will increase, on the other hand with the winglet making the aspect ratio enlargement at the blade end segment allow the blade edge to be prone to deformation, this causes wind turbine testing with winglets, when the turbine works at speeds exceeding the TSR limit produced by turbine turbines causing the system to faster in receiving the stall effect due to the magnitude of the lift force obtained exceeds the glide ratio of the Clark-Y airfoil in producing lift
In wind turbines without winglets, visible at the end of the blade flow velocity vectors create an empty circle pattern at the end of the blade, so that the last segment of the blade will still produce induced drag based on increased speed and the result of a circle on the back end of the blade causing disability the edge of the blade breaks down the flow to reduce the vortex tip produced, so with the use of winglets, the resulting vortex tip can be broken which aims to reduce induced drag, but wind turbines without winglets have good reliability in terms of receiving high speeds so that at high speeds the performance provided by the two systems is more likely to wind turbines without winglets in extracting the rotor rotation into turbine power better than wind turbines with winglets. Comparison of the horizontal axis wind turbine with winglet performance against maximum performance at each pitch angle variation is present in Table 3 . Comparisons given to torque and Cp generated in each method show the percentage difference in each method, for torque the value between 0.05% -1.17%, while for Cp produced has a percentage difference of 1% -8%.
This indicates that the calculation between the three methods has high accuracy, both in the numerical calculation process of increasing torque of each segment using BEM, experimental testing in wind tunnel, and numerical simulations on CFD. The Validation process carried out on experimental results of the horizontal axis wind turbines with winglets and it was modeled on CFD (computational fluid dynamics) with the similarity testing and conditioning metrics, wherein Fig. 15 describes the maximum and the minimum values of the tests based on pitch angle variations with metrics testing that gives maximum and minimum performance and results to the generated Cp value.
The errors generated in this validation ranged from 0.67% -5.28% for maximum performance and 0.51% -5.58% for minimum performance in winglet horizontal axis wind turbines, this indicates that the modeling performed on the same metrics and conditioning approached the results of the direct implementation with an error factor of <10%.
Conclusions
The pitch angle addition as a variation influences the performance of wind turbine with winglets based on the gained rotating speed and the produced torque. The impact of pitch angle, which given to the winglet wind turbine, gives maximum performance on each TSR, with the pitch effectiveness of 2 0 on high TSR, 4 0 on average TSR and 10 0 on low TSR. The configuration of pitch angle is adjustment results from simplicity in terms of the adjustment of the effective angle of attack on the highest value of Cl/Cd, therefore the effectiveness of lift force is higher than the increase of produced drag force. It is supported by the addition of design optimization on the blades that is the use of twist, it can cause the adjustment on segments arranging the blade that composed by same airfoil types and give a simplicity in the global adjustment hence the pitch adjustment can be set to achieve maximum performance. However, the addition of winglet on the tip of the turbine blade gives good performance when it is working in low TSR. The role of the winglet on low TSR increases the starting torque during the test with low rotation. The effectiveness of winglet use is also good on pitch variation is given with the correlation of speed and TSR variations which were charged and produced.
